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Mitsubishi Motors Europe BV
www.mitsubishi-motors-europe.com

Mitsubishi Motors Corporation
www.mitsubishi-motors.com

OUTSTANDING AFTER SALES FOR CAREFREE MOTORING

RECYCLING OF OLD VEHICLES

It is our duty to protect the environment.
Mitsubishi Motors designs and produces high quality vehicles and components 
aiming to provide our customers with durable motor vehicles, and excellent 
services to maintain your vehicle in an optimum running condition. We have 
the highest respect for the environment and use materials which may be 
recycled and re-used after your Mitsubishi Motors vehicle has come to the 
end of its economical life. After a long working life we will take your vehicle 
back and recycle it in an environmentally friendly manner in accordance 
with the EU Directive on End-of-Life Vehicles and any applicable national 
statutory provisions.

All Mitsubishi Motors vehicles (up to 3.5t GVW) sold after 1st July 2002, will 
be taken back free of charge from the last owner, at one of the designated 
take back points, provided the vehicle contains all major components and is 
free of waste. From 1st January 2007, this applies to all Mitsubishi Motors 
vehicles irrespective of the sold date. A network of collection points is 

Around 2,500 Mitsubishi Motors Authorised Service Points in Europe are 
committed to helping you wherever you are.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICING 
Even new cars require regular maintenance and servicing. Not just to 
guarantee your mobility, but also for the safety of you and your passengers. 
Trained professionals using specialist diagnostic equipment and original 
parts at your Mitsubishi Authorised  Service Point are ready to oblige. You’ll 
be advised about the cost beforehand, so there will be no unpleasant 
surprises when you return to pick up your vehicle.

MITSUBISHI MOTORS GENUINE PARTS
Even the smallest technical faults can lead to accidents. Therefore, all 
Mitsubishi Motors Genuine Parts have been developed and tested to stringent 
quality standards. It is recommended to use Mitsubishi Motors Genuine Parts 
in order to maintain the safety and integrity of your vehicle and that of your 
passengers. Mitsubishi Motors Genuine Parts are available at all Mitsubishi 
Authorised Service Points. We are proud to regularly score top in After Sales 
quality surveys.

COMPREHENSIVE WARRANTY – OBVIOUSLY
All new Mitsubishi vehicles come standard with a comprehensive 3-year 
warranty or up to a maximum of 100,000 km (61,000 miles), whichever 
comes first. The anti-corrosion perforation warranty covers rusting through 
for the first 12 years, depending on the model you purchase. The reliability 
statistics for Mitsubishi vehicles are impeccable, but in the unlikely event that 
you do need help, we offer MAP.

available to receive Mitsubishi Motors End-of-Life Vehicles, to ensure your 
vehicle will be recycled in an environmentally friendly manner. At the same 
time, the possibilities for the recycling of vehicles and vehicle components are 
continually being evaluated and improved, aiming to the achievement of even 
higher recycling percentages in the future.

The European End-of-Life Vehicles Directive and the free take back of End-of-
Life Vehicles are applicable in all European Union member states. The 
transposition of the End-of-Life Vehicles Directive into national law in each 
member state might not have been completed at the time of putting this 
publication to print.

Please refer to www.mitsubishi-motors-europe.com and select the web site of 
the Mitsubishi Motors service network in your country of residence, or call the 
National Mitsubishi Motors Customer Assistance Centre for further details.

MAP - FREE BREAKDOWN ASSISTANCE
In order to demonstrate our commitment to your 
mobility and the faith we have in the reliability of our 
vehicles, you will receive a free MAP card valid for 
three years with your new Mitsubishi. MAP stands for 
Mitsubishi Motors Assistance Package, and with the 
MAP card in your pocket, your mobility is guaranteed 

in more than 30 countries throughout Europe. Should you ever need 
assistance in the event of breakdown, accident, theft or vandalism – wherever 
you are, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week – just call the number on your card 
and the problem will be fixed on the spot. If it’s more serious, your car will be 
taken to the nearest Mitsubishi dealer and you’ll be offered services such as 
a hotel, continuation of journey, a replacement car and vehicle repatriation. 
And if you continue to have your vehicle serviced at a Mitsubishi Authorised 
Service Point after the first three years, your mobility will be guaranteed for an 
additional year or up to the next service interval (whichever comes first) until 
your vehicle is 10 years old.

DRIVESTYLE
Accessories by Mitsubishi Motors – everything’s got “Drivestyle”. They are the 
perfect products for your car’s individuality. It’s the style that goes with the 
sensation. Drivestyle is the individual enhancement of your Mitsubishi. It covers all 
your car care needs: from Wax Shampoo and Polish to Wheel Rim Gel, from 
Cockpit Lotion to Leather Treatment and from Insect Remover to Screen Wash – 
all have been produced using new ingredients designed specifically for your new 
Mitsubishi. They’ll ensure it looks, feels and smells brand new for years to come. 

Please ask your Mitsubishi Authorised Sales/Service Point for the Drivestyle Car 
Care brochure containing more detailed information.
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Sport goes beyond styling or specifications, it’s a way of living; it’s how you 
announce your presence to the world. Blending the confident poise of nearly 
four decades of sports sedan evolution with a passion for sporty excitement 

that has never faded, Lancer embodies the pure pleasure that can only be 
found behind the wheel. 

BORN TO GO
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PERFORMANCE IS IN OUR DNA
A car that looks this sporty is certain to sport a perfectly matched engine, 
and Lancer obliges with a powerful yet economical 1.8-litre DI-D diesel. This 
intercooled, turbocharged diesel boasts 85kW/116PS of smooth power while 
being extremely fuel-efficient and environment-friendly at the same time.
Those who prefer petrol will be attracted by our punchy 1.6-litre and 1.8-litre 
MIVEC motor, which can be paired with either a slick-shifting manual 
transmission or a responsive CVT automatic (1.8-litre petrol only) that 
comes with Sports Mode and steering wheel shift paddles.

ALL-ROUND PERFORMANCE

Naturally all engines offer highly competitive economy and emissions, while Lancer’s super-stiff 
chassis works brilliantly with state of the art multi-link rear suspension to guarantee the Lancer is every 
bit as rewarding and impressive in the corners as on the straights. And for those wanting the ultimate 
in handling response – not to mention sporting good looks – 18” alloy wheels complete the package.

DRIVE ENGINE STOP GO

Car comes to a stop Engine turns off
(gear in neutral, foot off clutch)

Engine starts immediately 
(when pressing the clutch)

AUTO STOP & GO SYSTEM / GEAR SHIFT INDICATOR

Auto Stop & Go shuts off the engine at traffic stops, cutting fuel 
waste and CO2 emissions without disrupting the electronic 
systems. The engine restarts immediately, so you’ll never be left 
waiting. For added efficiency, a gear indicator in the MID 
recommends the best gear for current driving conditions (MT 
models only).

Safety systems may override the AS&G 
depending upon the situation. Please refer 
to the Owner’s Manual.



RIGID BODY AND SUBFRAMES SPORT-TUNED SUSPENSION
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One look at Lancer tells you all you need to know: here is a sports sedan 
that will stand out in any crowd and say all the right things about its owner.  
It is so sporty and dynamic, it looks like it is moving even when parked. And 
it’s as good to drive as it is to look at, thanks to truly sporting performance 
and finely developed handling. Add to this a cabin of exceptional quality and 
comfort, together with the Mitsubishi Motors reliability you can take for 
granted, and it is clear to see how every promise made by Lancer’s 
appearance is kept in full.

AT THE CUTTING EDGE FIRM FOUNDATIONS

The Lancer is built around an all-new and 
ultra-rigid body with sophisticated 4-wheel 
independent suspension – essential foundations 
for a sporting car. A flat front subframe that resists 
bending and brand-new multi-link rear suspension 
guarantee great handling with no compromise in 
ride comfort, keeping the Lancer glued to the road 
and the smile glued to your face.

Photo shown may vary according 
to countries. 



CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
At Mitsubishi Motors, we understand that power is nothing without the ability 
to control it. That is why we have created a driving environment for Lancer 
where everything is where you expect and operates how you expect. You 
are in total command at all times, with all the information you need at your 
fingertips, including guidance from the advanced touch-screen navigation 
system. A large, 3.5-inch full colour LCD Multi-Information Display (MID) 
adds useful vehicle status information.

IN TOTAL COMMAND

Lancer gives you Bluetooth®, cruise control and 
audio controls on the steering wheel, available 
gearshift paddles behind it and clear, attractive 
instruments beyond it - meaning you hardly have 
to lift a finger, while being wrapped up in the 8-way 
power adjustable leather driver’s seat.
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DESIGNED FOR YOU
The Mitsubishi Lancer is one car that does not make you choose between substance and style. Beneath those sleek good looks 
lies a spacious cabin with room to spare for five adults. Up front the tight curve of the dashboard creates a sense of space, 
while at the back the huge boot with 60/40 split folding rear seat provides all the carrying capacity and flexible loadspace you 
need for you and your family. Interior materials have been chosen to look good yet prove durable through years of ownership.
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THE POWER THAT LIES WITHIN
The cabin of any Lancer offers a world of comfort and luxury, but for those 
who wish for even greater on-road enjoyment, a wealth of additional 
features are available.
An ultra-high-tech, touch-screen navigation system comes complete with 
7” display and a SD card that stores several thousand songs for your 
enjoyment. There’s a Link system that connects external devices such as 

For a complete list of ETACS functions, please consult your Mitsubishi Motors dealer or refer to your owner’s manual.

ETACS, YOUR PERSONALIzED ASSISTANT

Mitsubishi Motors’ customisable Electronic Total Automobile Control System (ETACS) allows you to personalise 
the operation of a wide range of features for added safety, comfort and convenience. Certain ETACS comfort functions 
can be customised by your Mitsubishi Motors dealer.

THE SOUND OF POWER

The Rockford Fosgate® premium sound system, 
with 710W and nine speakers, offers sound 
quality your ears will scarcely believe. This is not 
only due to Rockford Corporation’s 30+ years of 
experience, but also because this system has 
been precisely tuned to suit the unique acoustic 
environment of Lancer. 
A handy USB port and auxiliary audio jack allow 
you to connect your portable media player and 
enjoy your full music library in premium quality.

mobile phones or MP3 players through USB port or Bluetooth®, letting you 
control them via on-board switch or voice command.

OPEN DOOR ALARM
If any door is still open while the car is moving, a buzzer will 
alert you.

HEADLAMP AUTO-OFF FUNCTION
After you have turned off the ignition and got out of the car,  
the headlamps are automatically switched off, preventing  
the battery from being drained.

ESS (EMERGENCY STOP SIGNAL) SYSTEM
The ESS helps reduce the possibility of rear end collisions. 
When maximum pressure is applied to the brake pedal, 
the hazard lights automatically activates at 3.5Hz.

POWER WINDOW TIMER
After taking the key from the ignition, the window may still be 
opened and closed from inside for up to 30 seconds with the 
front doors closed.

SPEED SENSITIVE WIPERS
When the front wiper is set to intermittent, a speed sensor 
changes the wiper interval to suit the car’s speed for better 
visibility.

AUTO-LIGHT AND RAIN SENSOR
The auto-light sensor automatically activates the headlamps as 
soon as it gets dark. The rain sensor activates the windshield 
wipers automatically when moisture is detected on 
the windshield. 

KEYLESS OPERATION SYSTEM
The clever keyless entry and start system allows you to open 
the front doors and trunk, and start the engine, without the key 
leaving your pocket.

INDICATOR WITH COMFORT MODE
When the indicator lever is tapped briefly, the indicator will 
flash three times and then stop - allowing you to concentrate 
on manoeuvring and therefore making driving easier and safer.

KEYLESS ENTRY SYSTEM
Makes it possible to lock and unlock the doors and trunk.

COMFORT WASHER
One touch complete washing cycle, including a 5 second wiper 
delay for a squeaky clean windshield. Can be customised and 
turned off.



ASC & TCL ABS & EBD

AFS (ADAPTIVE 
FRONT-LIGHTING 
SYSTEM)

In the event of a collision, you will be looked after by up to seven airbags, 
including one for the driver’s knees, which significantly reduces forward 
movement. Front seatbelts with pretensioners and force-limiters provide 
greater restraint yet transfer fewer impact forces to occupants. Further 
protection is provided by Lancer’s structure – built around Reinforced 
Impact Safety Evolution (RISE) technology.

Force limiter

Pretensioner
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The Mitsubishi Motors safety philosophy is to 
design its cars to help keep out of trouble 
whatever the conditions and then, if anything 
should happen, offer you and your family 
the maximum possible protection.
This is why Lancer comes with a complete suite 
of active safety systems, from Active Stability 
Control (ASC) and Traction Control (TCL), to ABS 
with Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) 
and Brake Assist, which increases braking 
pressure when pedal force is insufficient to 
reduce stopping distance in emergencies. 
Excellent all-round visibility helps you spot 
situations before they develop, while bi-xenon 
headlamps with AFS (Adaptive Front-lighting 
System) make sure your view of the road 
remains unimpeded even when it is dark.
On our busy roads, the Emergency Stop signal 
System (ESS) offers even more protection.  

PROTECT AND SERVE
In the event of an emergency stop when 
maximum braking is engaged, the hazard lights 
will automatically flash, warning following drivers. 
Moreover, the newly added Brake Override 
System gives priority to the brakes over the 
accelerator, allowing drivers to stop the car with 
the footbrake even if the accelerator is being 
pressed and the car is running at full speed. 



Note: Urethane steering for petrol models and 
leather steering for diesel models.  Image shown is 
a petrol model with urethane steering
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CHOOSING THE EQUIPMENT LEVEL CHOOSING THE EQUIPMENT LEVEL

Key features

 Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with 
Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) and 
Brake Assist

 Active Stability Control (ASC) and Traction 
Control (TCL)

 SRS dual stage front airbags, side, curtain 
airbags and driver’s knee airbag

 205/60R16 tires with 16” full wheel covers

 Manual air-conditioning
 Power windows and door mirrors
 Keyless entry system
 2-DIN Radio with CD player (MP3 
compatible) and 4 speakers

 Gear shift indicator (MT models only)
 ECO Mode Indicator (AT models only)

INFORM

INVITE

INTENSE

INSTYLE

Key features (in addition to INFORM)

 Chrome rings on A/C, ventilation dials
 Leather-wrapped shift knob
 Fully automatic air-conditioning
 205/60R16 tires with 16” alloy wheels
 3-spoke leather-wrapped steering wheel with 
audio and cruise controls

 6 speakers

 Chrome grille and beltline moulding
 Colour-keyed outer door handles and door 
mirrors with defoggers

 Front fog lamps
 Auto light control
 Rain sensor with auto wipers

Key features (in addition to INTENSE)

 SD navigation with 7-inch monitor, CD, MP3 
player and rearview camera

 Leather seats (8-way power adjustable for 
driver)

 Heated front seats

 Bi-xenon discharged headlamps with AFS 
(Adaptive Front-lighting System), auto 
leveling device and headlamp washers

 Keyless Operation System (KOS)

Key features (in addition to INVITE)

 215/45R18 tires with 18” alloy wheels
 Colour-keyed side airdams
 Display audio with Rockford Fosgate® 
premium sound system with 710W,  
9 speakers and rearview camera

 CD player

 Bluetooth® hands-free cellular phone 
interface system with USB port and voice 
recognition / Link system

 Rear parking sensors
 Muffler cutter
 Eco Mode Indicator (CVT models only)



Model   INFORM INVITE INTENSE INSTYLE
    
 Dark silver dash board decoration panel   - -
 Gloss black dash board decoration panel - -  
 Air outlet panels with chrome accent    

Comfort Cruise control (including steering wheel remote control switches)  
-
   

 (1.8-litre models)
 Keyless entry system with electronic trunk release switch    -
 Keyless Operation System (KOS) with electronic trunk release switch - - - 
 Manual air-conditioning  - - -
 Fully automatic air-conditioning -   
 Speed sensing intermittent wiper mode    
 Rear parking sensors - -  
 Front and rear power windows (auto-up and down with anti-trapping function  
 for drivers side) 

   

Audio and 2-DIN radio, CD player, MP3 compatible, 4 speakers  - - -
Communication 2-DIN radio, CD player, MP3 compatible, 6 speakers -  - -
 Display audio with AM/FM radio, CD player and MP3 compatible - -  -
 Rockford Fosgate® premium sound system with 9 speakers,   

-
 

-
  

	 710W	amplifier	and	rearview	camera
 SD navigation with 7-inch monitor, CD, MP3 player and rearview camera - - -   *
 Audio remote control on steering wheel -   
 Bluetooth® hands-free cellular phone interface system with USB port and voice recognition /  

-
 

-
   

 Link system (USB port can not be combined with auxiliary audio jack)
 Multi-Information Display (MID), 3.5-inch colour LCD    
 Auxiliary audio jack (can not be combined with USB port)   - -
 
Seats Black fabric with stripe pattern suede knit    -
 Black leather with front seat heaters (8-way power adjustable for driver) - - - 
 Front seats    
  Height adjustable driver’s seat    
  Seat back pocket (left side)    
  Height adjustable headrest    
 Second row seats    
  Foldable seat back (60:40 split)    
  Centre armrest with two integrated cup holders    
  Height adjustable headrest x3    
    
Light and  Bi-xenon discharged headlamps with AFS (Adaptive Front-lighting System), 
Visibility auto leveling device and headlamp washers 

-
 

-
 

-
 

 Headlamp leveling (automatic with bi-xenon headlamps)    
 Front fog lamps -   
 Rear fog lamp    
 Auto-light and rain sensor with auto variable intermittent wipers -   
 Front wipers and washers (2-speed variable intermittent)  - - -
 Rear window defogger    
 Front room lamp with map lamp with delay function    
 Rear room lamp    
 Cargo room lamp    

  Standard      -  Not available

*: Urethane steering for petrol models and leather steering for diesel models
Note:	These	specifications	are	subject	to	change	without	notice.		Please	consult	your	local	Mitsubishi	dealer/distributor	for	more	detailed	specifications.
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT	 (*Fill	in	according	to	your	region’s	specifications.	Do	not	print	this	version.	) STANDARD EQUIPMENT	 (*Fill	in	according	to	your	region’s	specifications.	Do	not	print	this	version.	)

  Standard      -  Not available

Model  INFORM INVITE INTENSE INSTYLE

Safety  Front ventilated disc brakes    
and Security Rear disc brakes    
 Brake override system    
 Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)    
 Brake Assist (BA)     
 Emergency Stop signal System (ESS)    
 Active Stability Control (ASC) and Traction Control (TCL)    
 Driver’s and front passenger’s SRS dual stage front airbags (with cut-off      
 switch for passenger)
 Driver’s and front passenger’s SRS side airbags    
	 Curtain	airbags	for	first	and	second	row	    
 Driver’s knee airbag    
 Front 3-point ELR seatbelt with force-limiter and pretensioner x2    
 Second row 3-point ELR seatbelt x3    
 Seat belt warning (visually and acoustically)    
 Tether anchor for ISO-FIX child seat (for second row seat)    
 Reinforced Impact Safety Evolution (RISE) body    
 Height adjustable seatbelt anchors for front seats    
 Child-protection rear door locks    
 
Exterior 16” full wheel covers with 205/60R16 tyres  - - -
 16” alloy wheels with 205/60R16 tyres -  - -
 18” alloy wheels with 215/45R18 tyres - -  
 Space saver spare tyre    
 Black beltline moulding  - - -
 Chrome beltline moulding -   
 Front grille with black insert  - - -
 Front grille with chrome insert -   
 Black outer door handles  - - -
 Colour-keyed outer door handles -   
 Colour-keyed bumpers    
 Black door mirrors, electronically controlled  - - -
 Colour-keyed door mirrors, electronically controlled with defoggers -   
 Black door sashes -   
 Colour-keyed side airdams - -  
 Colour-keyed front airdam * *  
 Laminated green windshield glass    
	 Roof	antenna	(200mm,	fixed-type)	    
	 Muffler	cutter	 - -  
   
Interior Urethane steering wheel and gear shift knob  * - - -
 Leather wrapped steering wheel with audio remote control, leather wrapped shift knob -   
 Urethane handbrake lever with chrome plated release knob    
 Key cylinder illumination     -
 Magnesium shift paddles (CVT models) * * * *
 Floor console box with centre armrest    
 Driver’s and front passenger’s sunvisor with ticket holder, vanity mirror with lid    
 ECO mode indicator lamp (AT & CVT models)     
 Gear Shift Indicator (MT models)    
 Front cup holders with lid cover -   
 Bottle holders in door trim     
 Floor console box with lid - -  
 Accessory 12V socket centre console    - -
 Accessory 12V socket centre console with lid cover - -  
 



EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS
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EXTERIOR COLOURS

Amethyst Black (P) Titanium Gray (M) Cool Silver (M)Cosmic Blue (P)

CHOOSING THE EXTERIOR COLOUR AND SEAT MATERIAL

1 Stripe pattern suede knit (Beige)
2 Stripe pattern suede knit (Black)
3 Black leather

1 2 3

 Model    INFORM    INVITE  INTENSE  INSTYLE

Seats And Door Trim   Stripe pattern   Stripe pattern    Stripe pattern     Stripe pattern  Stripe pattern  Black Leather
    suede knit (Black)  suede knit (Beige)  suede knit (Black)   suede knit (Beige)   suede knit (Black)  

Interior decoration panel      Dark silver    Gloss black 

Exterior colour       
1 Amethyst Black (P) X42           
2 Titanium Gray (M) U17           
3 Cosmic Blue (P) D14           
4 Cool Silver (M) A31           
5 Warm Silver (M) A17           
6 Orient Red (M) P26           
7 Frost White (S) W37           
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1 42 3

Warm Silver (M) Frost White (S)Orient Red (M)

5 6 7

  Available      
(M) Metallic      (P) Mica / Pearl      (S) Solid
The colours and materials shown are approximate and may differ slightly from the actual colours.

1 Display audio with AM/FM radio, CD player, 
MP3 compatible and rearview camera

2 Bi-xenon discharged headlamps with AFS 
(Adaptive Front-lighting System)

3 Front fog lamps
4 Steering wheel mounted shift paddles
5 Leather wrapped steering wheel with audio 

remote control, Bluetooth® and cruise control
6 SD navigation with 7-inch monitor, CD,  

MP3 player and rearview camera
7 16” alloy wheel
8 18” alloy wheel



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

   1.8-litre DI-D

   6-speed Manual Transmission
  AS&G Low CO2  AS&G Low CO2

  CY9ASJSSL6  CY9ASJSSL6 (@PA)

INFORM    -
INVITE    -
INTENSE  -  
INSTYLE  -  

Engine
Type   1.8L DOHC I/C T/C 16 VALVE DI-D
Total displacement cc  1,798
Emission level   Euro-5***
Max. output kW(PS)/rpm  85(116)/3,500
Max. torque Nm(kg-m)/rpm  300(30.6)/1,750~2,250

Fuel system
Fuel supply equipment   Electronic Common Rail direct injection
Fuel type (octane)   Diesel
Fuel Tank capacity lit  59

Transmission   
Clutch   Single, dry plate with diaphragm spring
Gear ratio

D range   -
1st   3.538
2nd   1.913
3rd   1.218 
4th   0.860
5th   0.790
6th   0.673
Reverse   3.831
Final   3.777 (1st-4th), 3.238 (5th~6th, reverse)

Performance
Acceleration* (0-100km/h)  sec  10.2
Max. speed** km/h  193
Fuel consumption*

Urban lit/100km 5.4   5.9
Extra urban lit/100km  3.9   4.3
Combined lit/100km 4.4  4.8

CO2*, combined g/km 116  129
Towing capacity (with brake) kg  1,400

Suspensions
Front   MacPherson strut with stabilizer and cross bar
Rear  Multi-link  Multi-link, coil springs with stabilizer bar

Brakes
Front   Ventilated discs
Rear   Discs

Steering
Type   Rack-and-pinion (electric power-assisted)

Loads
Kerb weight* kg  1,415
Gross Vehicle weight kg  1,940

    1.6-litre MIVEC      1.8-litre MIVEC

  INVECS-II        
  4-speed Automatic     5-speed Manual  INVECS-III CVT   5-speed Manual
  Transmission  5-speed Manual Transmission  Transmission  with Sports Mode  Transmission
   -   AS&G   -   AS&G
  CY1ASRSPL6  CY1ASNSPL6  CY1ASNSXL6  CY6ASNSPL6  CY6ASTXPL6  CY6ASNXXL6

INFORM          -  -
INVITE          -  -
INTENSE  -  -  -  -    
INSTYLE  -  -  -  -    

Engine       
Type   1.6L DOHC 16 VALVE MIVEC    1.8L SOHC 16 VALVE MIVEC
Total displacement cc   1,590      1,798 
Emission level    Euro-5***      Euro-5*** 
Max. output kW(PS)/rpm   86(117)/6,000      103(140)/6,000 
Max. torque Nm(kg-m)/rpm   154(15.7)/4,000      176(17.9)/4,200 

Fuel system      
Fuel supply equipment    ECI-MULTI      ECI-MULTI
Fuel type (octane)    Unleaded/RON95      Unleaded/RON95 
Fuel Tank capacity lit   59      59

Transmission 
Clutch  Torque converter Single, dry plate with diaphragm spring  Single, dry plate with  Torque converter  Single, dry plate with
          diaphragm spring     diaphragm spring
Gear ratio
D range  -   -   -  2.349 - 0.394  -

1st  2.842   3.727   3.833  [2.349]  3.833
2nd  1.529   1.947   1.913  [1.397]  1.913
3rd   1.000   1.343    1.333  [1.074]  1.333
4th  0.712   0.976   1.028  [0.832]  1.028
5th  -   0.804   0.820  [0.631]  0.820
6th  -   -   -  [0.518]  -
Reverse   2.480   3.727   3.583  [1.750]  3.583
Final  4.625   4.052   3.944  6.120  3.944

Performance       
Acceleration* (0-100km/h)  sec 14.0   10.7   10.4  11.5  10.4
Max. speed** km/h 180   191   202  192  202
Fuel consumption*

Urban lit/100km 9.2  7.4  7.0  8.1  8.6  8.1
Extra urban lit/100km  5.7  4.7  4.7  5.1  5.5  5.5
Combined lit/100km  7.0  5.7  5.5  6.2  6.6  6.5

CO2*, combined g/km 162  132  128  144  154  150
Towing capacity (with brake) kg   1,100      1,300

Suspensions       
Front      MacPherson strut with stabilizer and cross bar
Rear     Multi-link         Multi-link, coil springs with stabilizer bar

Brakes 
Front       Ventilated discs 
Rear       Discs

Steering
Front      Rack-and-pinion (electric power-assisted)

Loads
Kerb weight* kg 1,275   1,260   1,305  1,350  1,320
Gross Vehicle weight kg   1,750      1,850

  Available      -  Not available  Available      -  Not available

*  Acceleration, fuel consumption, CO2 and kerb weight values vary depending on equipment level
** Measured by Mitsubishi Motors Corporation
*** Euro-5b / OBD Euro-5+

*  Acceleration, fuel consumption, CO2 and kerb weight values vary depending on equipment level
** Measured by Mitsubishi Motors Corporation
*** Euro-5b / OBD Euro-5+
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